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Charged domain walls (DWs) in ferroelectric materials are an area of intense research.
Microscale strain has been identified as a method of inducing arrays of twin walls to meet at
right angles, forming needlepoint domains which exhibit novel material properties. Atomic
scale characterisation of the features exhibiting these exciting behaviours was inaccessible
with the piezoresponse force microscopy resolution of previous work. Here we use aberration
corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy to observe short, stepped, highly
charged DWs at the tip of the needle points in ferroelectric PbTiO3. Reverse Ti4+ shift
polarisation mapping confirms the head-to-head polarisation in adjacent domains. Strain
mapping reveals large deviations from the bulk and a wider DW with a high Pb2+ vacancy
concentration. The extra screening charge is found to stabilise the DW perpendicular to the
opposing polarisation vectors and thus constitutes the most highly charged DW possible in
PbTiO3. This feature at the needle point junction is a 5 nm × 2 nm channel running through
the sample and is likely to have useful conducting properties. We envisage that similar
junctions can be formed in other ferroelastic materials and yield exciting phenomena for
future research.
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‘The interface is the device’ said Herbert Kroemer in hisNobel laureate speech in 20001. He was then referring tosemiconductor heterostructures, however, this idea has
held true for ferroic materials where domain walls (DWs) have
been found to possess a high degree of functional tunability with
extremely low dielectric loss2–7. Complex domain junctions have
been seen to induce exotic behaviour in ferroelectrics, from novel
dipolar topologies (vortex–antivortex chains) to metallic beha-
viour near needle-point domains in VO2 and conducting vortex
cores8–13. Hindering applications11,14,15 of these novel properties
is the lack of knowledge of atomic-level composition. Identifying
the localised symmetry breaking of ions is key to unlocking the
drastic changes of conductivity, magnetism and strain observed in
DWs3,16,17.
In PbTiO3 (PTO) single crystals, needle-tip domains form due
to arrays of 90° ferroelastic twin domains meeting at right angles.
These regions have been highlighted by Salje et al.18,19 as
potentially exciting, as they could constitute DW-based Josephson
junctions in systems where some of the DW components are in
the superconducting state. Recent works have focused on needle
points enclosed inside another domain20. In contrast, the super-
conducting charged needle points (CNPs) form between arrays of
twin walls; two DWs bend towards each other to intersect a third,
perpendicular twin DW, which results in CNP junctions. The
novel properties present at CNP junctions arise from the polar-
isation discontinuity present, even in purely ferroelastic materials,
where flexoelectric polarisation between nanoscale twin walls is
significant21–23.
Charged DWs have an energy density of one order in mag-
nitude higher than neutral DWs, meaning they do not arise
spontaneously in proper ferroelectrics6,24,25. In this paper, we
exploit microscale elastic strain to stabilise nanoscale charged
DWs. We then investigate the DW structure of the CNPs
themselves, using atomic resolution polarisation mapping via
aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron micro-
scopy (STEM)26. Shifts in the Ti4+ atomic columns show that
the charged DW is polarised head-to-head with a high density
of ionic vacancies trapped between the directly opposing
electric fields.
Results
Figure 1a shows an array of CNPs that formed in the TEM
lamella cut from a single crystal of PTO. See ‘Methods’ section for
details on crystal growth and sample preparation. PTO domains
have a large spontaneous polarisation of 0.75 cm−2 27–29. Four
possible in-plane polarisations are allowed, which align with the
major zones axes. DWs are identified by their bright intensity in
the MAADF STEM image. The structural mismatch between
domains causes strain at the DWs which de-channels the probe,
causing additional scattering30,31. Hence, brightness in Fig. 1a, b
corresponds to increased strain. The array of stepped CNPs
exhibit bright intensity at their tips. In Fig. 1b, c the reason for
this becomes clear. The 180° DW is orientated along the [001]
direction, 45° different to the twin DWs. This orientation causes a
~5-nm step in the twin DW boundary with an enormous resul-
tant strain of ~29%. The stepped DW represents a 5 nm × 2 nm
channel running through the sample. Figure 1c is a quantitative
map of the strain measured from the atomic positions with
respect to the cubic unit cell spacing. Six percent of the measured
strain difference can be attributed to the rotation of the longer
tetragonal c parameter in different domains. The nature of the
CNP as a 180° DW is confirmed by the 6% horizontal sponta-
neous strain measured in both the A2 and A3 domains, per-
pendicular to the DW. The polarisation must be opposite in A2
and A3 to keep the longer A1/A3 DW neutral.
In Fig. 2, the structural effects of stresses induced by a and c
unit cell parameters meeting across multiple DWs at the needle
tip are demonstrated. Figure 2b is a Fourier filtered image32
showing the evolution of the (100) planes at the CNP. It clearly
demonstrates the rupture and recovery of the structure without
dislocations. Figure 2a, c, d compare the variation in strain,
structural rotation and tetragonality, respectively, between the
180° charged DW and the neutral twin DW. They are measured
from the atomic column coordinates determined by 2D Gaussian
fitting for sub-pixel accuracy33. Uncertainty is ~1.3% for the
strain and 0.026 for the c/a ratio, explaining some of the in-
domain fluctuations. The red profile covers the needle domain
(A2) from 0 to 9 nm and the larger A3 domain from 10 to 20 nm.
The charged DW lies approximately between 9 and 10 nm. The
neutral DW in the dotted blue profile occurs from 8 to 9 nm.
The exact polarisation vectors are determined by reverse
Ti-shift mapping in Fig. 334,35. Figure 3a displays the relative
positions of Fig. 3b, c, from which the polarisation of the
CNP is verified as H–H. The depolarising electric field traps
negative carriers at the H–H DW. Figure 3d, e provides a visual
explanation for how the Ti shift forms a dipole in the
MAADF image. The complete polarisation map is available in
Supplementary Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 Medium and high-resolution images of the array of charged needle points. a Medium angle annular dark field (MAADF) scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) image of an array of charged needle-point domains. Scale bar= 40 nm. b High-resolution MAADF STEM image showing
atomic-level detail of the structural changes across the 180° charged domain wall. This domain wall forms a “nanochannel” of cross-section 5 nm × 2 nm
running through the sample. Spontaneous polarisation interpreted from (c) marked with yellow arrows. Scale bar= 8 nm. c Quantitative strain map of (b),
measured with respect to the theoretical cubic lattice parameter at room temperature (3.929 Å). There is ~29% strain at the junction where the structure
ruptures. Scale bar= 8 nm.
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Figure 4 shows intensity differences of the Pb atomic columns
across the CNP. In Fig. 4a, the contributions from de-channelling
have been removed from Fig. 1b (see Supplementary Fig. 2 and
Supplementary note 1 for details). Figure 4b maps out the inte-
grated and normalised column intensities which are proportional
to the number of Pb atoms present. The intensity drop of 10% is
compared to Bi vacancy simulations by Rojac et al.30 and cor-
responds to the presence of ~20+/− 5% Pb vacancies (VPb2−)
per atomic column. Vacancies also seem to be present at the A2/
A1 DWs, which become charged as they bend to form a needle
point. Figure 4c compares intensity profiles across the Pb col-
umns of (1) the charged A2/A3 DW and A1 domain, and (2) the
neutral A1/A3 DW. The profile positions are indicated in Fig. 4a.
The STEM probe can be used to switch domains and move
DWs in situ. This switching process is shown in Fig. 5, which
shows the DW configuration in the same area (a) “before” and (b)
“after” switching. During the process, the A3/A4 180° DW
(dotted yellow line) moves from the top left to the bottom right of
the frame. In doing so it causes the needle-point A2 domain to
change from a neutral H–T state into a H–H CNP.
Discussion
The extent of the H–H character at the CNP is remarkable. The
vertical A2/A3 DW in Fig. 3a is almost perpendicular to the 180°
polarisation vectors in the adjacent domains. The charged state
appears to constrain the charged wall to the vertical (100)pc plane,
hence creating the observed step. For the H–H DW to be
stabilised the polarisation on either side must be fully screened,
meaning it should contain 2 × Ps of negative charge36. The charge
at the PTO DW is then σs= (2)(0.75 cm−2)(0.39 nm)2= 2.28 ×
10−19 C per unit cell. Structural analysis in Fig. 2 and the de-
channelling intensity in Fig. 1b suggest that the domain wall is
2 nm/5 unit cells in width but Fig. 4b suggests that vacancies are
confined to 2 or 3 unit cells at the DW. Even assuming the charge
is spread over 4 unit cells, the charge density ρ ¼ 2:28 ´ 10194ð1:6 ´ 1019Þ ¼
0:36e per unit cell. where e−= 1.6 × 10−19 C, elementary charge.
Eighteen-percent Pb vacancies (VPb2−) would provide this
charge. Examining Fig. 4b, c shows that the Pb intensity drops by
~10% at the H–H DW. Pb columns are comparable to Bi in
BiFeO3, where a 10% intensity drop corresponds to 20+/− 5%
vacancies30. Therefore, the experimental evidence supports the
presence of Pb vacancies stabilising the H–H DW at the CNP.
The properties observed are very different to those at the H–H
DW identified in lead zirconate titanate by Jia et al.37. We note
that Sifuna et al. recently calculated that a 2D electron gas would
be found screening PTO H–H DWs but did not take into account
the 5% vacancies present intrinsically in single-crystal PTO due to
Pb and O volatility38,39. Vacancies provide a readily available
source for charge screening and are energetically cheaper than
creating free electrons40. Indeed, in Fig. 4b, we see a variation in
intensities within domains. Vacancies are clearly concentrated at
the bent (and therefore charged) A1/A2 DWs that make up the
needle. They are also found in the strained area in the upper left
A1 domain. By contrast, the less strained, neutral A1/A3 DW
Fig. 2 Structural differences between the charged needle point and a neutral twin domain wall boundary. Comparison of structural parameters across
the charged needle point (red, solid line) and the neutral twin boundary (blue, dotted line). Inset are maps of the parameter indicating where the profiles
displayed in the graphs are extracted from. a ɛxx strain profiles. b Fourier filtered image showing the (001) planes at the charged needle point. Scale bar=
4 nm. Despite the massive strain there is no dislocation present. c Profiles and map of the relative structural rotation. Scale bar= 8 nm. d Profiles and map
of the tetragonality of each unit cell measured by c/a ratio. Scale bar= 8 nm. Error bars are +/− the standard deviation of the 100 pixel values (~4 unit
cells) over which the profile is averaged. They are placed at approximately each unit cell along the profile.
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shows no localisation of vacancies at the wall. These observations
point towards a combined contribution of strain and electrostatic
energy in holding vacancies at DWs around the CNP, in agree-
ment with theoretical calculations41. Thus there are likely O and
Ti vacancies present too.
The enormous screening charge density has stabilised the array
of CNPs and allowed otherwise elastically impossible properties
to stabilise in the constituent DWs. Figure 2a–c offers an insight
into the structural deformation by comparing profiles of the
spontaneous strain, tetragonality and structural rotation across
the CNP (red) and a normal, neutral twin wall (dotted, blue). The
spontaneous strain ɛxx in Fig. 2a is measured with respect to the
theoretical cubic room temperature unit cell spacing (3.929 Å).
The average c and a parameters are 5% and −1%, respectively, in
the areas furthest from the disruptive influence of the CNP, in
agreement with theory (see Supplementary Fig. 3). Profile 2 in
Fig. 2a exhibits the expected sharp transition from a to c spacing
across the twin wall. Approaching the CNP, profile 1 in Fig. 2a
drops below 2.5% at 7 nm before increasing drastically to 17% at
the DW itself around 9.5 nm. There is a prolonged strain gradient
away from the DW and even at 20 nm (10 nm away from the
CNP) the structure has not fully relaxed back to 5%. In Fig. 1c we
observe that in the A3 domain, in front of the CNP, strain
extends mostly in the x direction. There is a larger strain gradient
in the y direction, as the structure is relaxed directly above the
CNP in the A3 domain.
Whilst there is only a very small difference in strain in the
H–H domains (A2 and A3), Fig. 2c reveals that there is a severe
rotation difference of 6° between them. The measured rotation is
as high as 9° at the tip of the needle where there is an extra
distortion from the ruptured structure. This can be seen clearly by
inspecting the darker areas of the [001]pc lattice planes in Fig. 2b.
Fig. 4 Evidence for vacancies at the charged needle point. a Background subtracted medium angle annular dark field image of a charged needle point with
overlay showing the location of the line profiles in (c). b Integrated intensity of each Pb atomic column, normalised to the maximum. c Line profiles across a
charged domain wall (1, red) and across a neutral A1/A3 DW (2, blue). Scale bars= 8 nm.
Fig. 3 Polarisation map of domains either side of the charged needle
point. a Medium angle annular dark field image of the needle-point domain
structure. Boxes indicate the areas of least strain considered in polarisation
mapping, and yellow arrows denote the polarisation (Ps) directions. Scale
bar= 5 nm. b, c Unit cell polarisation maps of the highlighted areas in
domains A3 (blue, dashed outline) and A2 (red, solid outline), respectively.
d, e Schematics showing the unit cell deformation in tetragonal PbTiO3 and
the resulting polarisation in the direction opposite to the Ti shift. ΔO and
ΔTi refer to the displacements of the oxygen and titanium columns from
their neutral positions, respectively. Scale bar= 0.5 nm.
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The strain gradient extending into the A3 domain is mirrored by
a 2° rotation gradient in profile 1 starting from 11 nm.
Figure 2d compares the c/a ratio of each unit cell, nominally a
uniform 1.06, around the junction. Looking first at the map, this
is clearly not the case. Overall, the needle domain has been
compressed into a more cubic shape, while the adjacent domains
have been pulled into a more tetragonal shape. Directly in front of
the CNP the strain gradient into A3 means that the unit cells are
highly tetragonal there, c/a ≈ 1.08, but less tetragonal than normal
at shallow angles from the CNP, close to the twin boundary, c/a ≈
1.05. The black lines tracing the twin DWs show their almost
cubic structure. From 7 to 11 nm in profile 1, Fig. 2c, there are
sharp changes in c/a, ranging from almost cubic to extremely
tetragonal, c/a ≈ 1.10 and 1.16. The variance comes from the
interplay of x and y strains across the charged DW; there is a
broad peak of large x-strain whereas the y-strain (Supplementary
Fig. 4) is localised at 8 nm in profile 1, Fig. 2c. Again, we observe a
gradient away from the CNP where profile 1 and 2 in Fig. 2c tend
towards each other from 10 to 20 nm. Overall, the charged DW
has a width of ~2 nm and is clearly wider than the neutral DW.
Strain at the ruptured lattice in Fig. 1c is 29%. Taking Young’s
modulus (E) as 80 GPa, the stress= E * 0.29 ≈ 23 GPa. Com-
paratively, the 10% strain in the adjacent unit cell means the
stress ≈8 GPa, where the structure remains intact. These results
agree with previous observations that exceeding the theoretical
shear strength of PTO of ~14 GPa causes the ruptured struc-
ture29. Surprisingly, inspection of Fig. 2b reveals that no dis-
location is present and the structure recovers from the disruptive
CNP stresses when it meets the neutral twin DW along the
diagonal (110)pc plane. Large strain gradients may also lead to a
flexoelectric contribution to the polarisation.
The in situ switching observed in Fig. 5 sheds new light on the
formation dynamics of the CNPs and provides evidence for the
energetics governing their size. In Fig. 5a, the initial DW con-
figuration features a mostly neutral 180° DW (yellow dotted line)
between domains A3 and A4. This DW is strongly bent to join to
the kinked junction and this bending makes the A3/A4 partially
tail-to-tail in character. The dynamic free charge gradients
induced by the STEM beam can act as a switching mechanism in
ferroelectrics. After multiple STEM scans, most of the area in the
original A4 domain in Fig. 5a switched 180° and the 180° neutral
DW moved down the bottom part of the image. This movement
causes the A2 domain to become directly H–H with the A3
domain and so it moves to reduce the area of the charged DW,
narrowing the needle point from 10.6 to 5 nm. The narrowing of
the tip bends the 90° H–T, A1/A2 DWs even further from their
neutral straight orientation. The narrowed needle point is
therefore a balance between the electrostatic cost of bending the
H–T walls and the energy gained by reducing the area of the
charged tip. It appears likely that the intrinsically large vacancy
concentration in PTO allows Pb atoms to move away and
vacancies to quickly migrate toward the CNP to provide the
screening charge necessary to stabilise the new orientation. To the
authors’ knowledge, this type of dynamic switching of DW
configurations under the STEM beam in a lamella to balance
stress and electrostatics in moving DWs has never been reported.
A larger field-of-view is presented in Fig. 6a, beside a simplified
model in Fig. 6b, which attempts to clarify the domain arrange-
ment that leads to CNP formation. These CNPs (red) can be
thought of as nanochannels running through the lamella. The
wider context behind the creation of this array is that in the thin
lamella the domains are constrained to only form in-plane
polarisations42. When thin ferroelectric samples are subject to
lateral mechanical strain they form arrays of H–T a1–a2 twins43.
When the sample does not have edges that are parallel with the
major crystal axes, the arrays of twins attempt to form in two
directions. Where these right-angled arrays of twin walls inter-
sect, no geometry will allow the twins to join without assembling
the array of CNP domains. Thus, a roadmap for reliably produ-
cing CNPs with nanochannels and exotic physical properties
would be the growth of microscale areas of thin films. These can
then be free-released from their substrates and cut into a square
pattern with edges parallel to the [110]pc and [−110]pc directions.
A useful parameter with this method is the ability to precisely
control the film thickness and hence the CNP period. In this
work, cracks along the [110]pc and [−110]pc directions provided
the required shape (Supplementary Fig. 5) while similar
approaches produced CNPs in various materials9,13,44–47. The
large charge density combined with the enhanced conductivity of
ionic carriers at strained DWs point towards potentially exciting
conducting characteristics to be further investigated in CNPs18.
Methods
Crystal growth. PTO single crystals were grown using the self-flux method. One
hundred and fifty grams of powder with a 4:1 (PbO:TiO2) molar ratio was placed
inside a 50 cm3 platinum crucible and subsequently buried in a titania powder bed
inside a sealed alumina crucible. The crucibles were placed inside a box furnace and
heated to 1080 °C at a rate of 180 °C/h and dwelled for 12 h. The furnace was then
step-cooled to 1040 °C and immediately slow-cooled from 1040 to 920 °C over 141
h (0.85 °C/h) and finally cooled to room temperature over 72 h (12.5 °C/h). PbTiO3
crystals were extracted gradually from the solidified flux by sonicating in warm
acetic acid and filtering.
Electron microscopy. The bulk single-crystal PTO was initially imaged using a
Thermo Fisher Scientific (TFS) Helios G4 CX at 5 kV in secondary electron mode.
An electron transparent TEM lamella was prepared within the same instrument
using the Ga ion source. STEM imaging was conducted using a double corrected
and monochromated TFS Titan Themis cubed. The convergence angle was 24
mrad and the collection angle was 52–200 mrad using the HAADF detector. The
Fig. 5 In situ switching narrows the charged needle point. The domain wall region (a) before and (b) after switching by the electron beam. Distance labels
indicate the length of the needle tip in each case. From the initial neutral configuration in (a), the junction becomes charged in (b) after movement of the
180° (dashed yellow) domain wall to the bottom right corner. The needle point narrows from 10.6 nm to 5 nm in response. Scale bars= 20 nm.
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screen current was ~ 41 pA. Atom position finding and 2D Gaussian refinement
were completed with the Atomap Python package33. Image analysis and mapping,
as well as polarisation vector analysis, were completed using the TEMUL Toolkit
Python package48. A walkthrough of the processing steps will be available at the
TEMUL Toolkit repository (www.github.com/PinkShnack/TEMUL). Strain ana-
lysis for Supplementary Fig. 1 was carried out by geometric phase analysis using the
Stem Cell program49.
Data availability
The charged needle point STEM dataset and analysis can be found at https://temul-toolkit.
readthedocs.io/en/latest/PTO_Junction_moore.html. Other datasets supporting the findings
of this study are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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